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October 17, 2016
Aaron Roth
Committee Clerk
3rd Floor, 9820 – 107 Street NW
Edmonton, AB T5K 1E7
Email: ResourceStewardship.Committee@assembly.ab.ca
Dear Mr. Roth:
I have enclosed a submission from Ian Murray & Company Ltd. (IMC) related to the review of
the Lobbyists Act. We are willing to participate in any meetings or hearings you intend to have
related to this matter.
If you have any questions, I can be reached at (780) 886-9903. Thank you for your interest.
Yours truly,

Ian Murray
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IMC
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1. IMC Overview:
IMC is a specialized management consultancy that has been in business since 1989 and is composed of a
uniquely experienced group whose project, operational, market, technical and regulatory expertise is
unmatched. IMC’s team members have vast experience in oil and gas, oil sands, refining, petrochemical,
forestry, agriculture, technology, manufacturing, retail and finance industries. The continuous nature of
our client relationships breeds stability, particularly at times of rapid change. Since IMC began over 25
years ago, we are proud to count a number of decade-long client relationships. As well, many of our team
members are ex clients. Further information on IMC can be found at www.imcprojects.ca.
We have over 60 team members working in five practice areas as described below:
Operations
Our operations services support cost reductions and increase operational performance through a
variety of tools including operational assessments, business process mapping and improvement,
performance measurement, supply chain enhancements, and operational restructuring. This approach
includes training our clients’ core personnel in order to support organizational self-sufficiency for
continuous improvement.
IMC Projects
At IMC we have years of hands-on experience with a wide range of commercial situations and special
projects including project development, project support and integration, restructuring support, and
commercial negotiations. We are also involved in technology commercialization. As well as providing
due diligence, economic development and program support services to the public sector.
Marketing Support
Our marketing services take advantage of our team’s comprehensive network and vast industry
experience to conduct market and customer research, develop market plans, and then proactively
support business development through active engagement.
IMC Capital
IMC Capital leverages its strong relationships and unique capabilities to provide a broad range of
corporate finance services. IMC Capital provides mergers and acquisition, succession, and divestiture
support. As well, IMC Capital acts as a trusted advisor and can provide hands-on support sourcing
funds, restructuring situations as well as CFO support services.

Government, Regulatory & Stakeholder Relations
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We provide integrated government, regulatory, and stakeholder relations experience which leverages
our considerable industry knowledge to support policy development and advocacy as well as
regulatory and stakeholder planning and troubleshooting.
Below we discuss in more detail those practice areas which are impacted by the Lobbyists Act.

2. IMC Projects Practice Area—Public Sector Work
IMC team members have years of experience providing a combination of due diligence and commercial
and new project development support in various industries such as oil sands, oil and gas, power,
manufacturing, technology, agriculture and the forestry industry.
We occasionally do work for the public sector. This is usually technical or project due diligence work but
can involve economic development and program support matters. For example, we built an upgrader
model for the Department of Energy, assessed the technical deficiencies in the formulas used for
calculating oil sands reclamation deposits, and conducted due diligence on various bio-chemical
applications of agricultural crops. Currently we are providing advice to the department of Forestry and
Agriculture related to a fibre allocation issue. Some further examples of public sector work we have
performed for the Province of Alberta is set out in Appendix A. Our IMC Projects team is set out in
Appendix B.
Over a 10 year average, the percentage of the billable work that relates to work for the public sector is
less than 20% of our total revenues and lately it has been less than 5%. All our work has been for
department officials and there have not been any political contracts whereby political advice has been
provided to any Minister of the Crown.
Over the years we have provided quite specialized support for the Province. We think we have provided
considerable value. There are now times when we consider not bidding on work with the Province as a
result of the complications it causes us due to the Lobbyists Act provisions.

3. Marketing Practice Area
Our marketing approach integrates all key steps in the marketing function. Our team possesses:






Strong market research capabilities.
Market plan development experience.
Networking through IMC contacts and the development of relationships.
Targeted sleuthing related to target customer decision-makers and key processes and criteria
while developing the appropriate context for the sale.
Sales execution.

We provide a unique service that combines market research, market planning, and market execution.
The market execution is fundamental to our unique service. We “roll up our sleeves” and help clients sell
their products. In some instances, this can include public sector sales. The IMC marketing team is set out
Appendix C.
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The Lobbyists Registrar has indicated to us that sales activities with any government officials are now
considered lobbying. As such, essentially all business interactions with government are considered
lobbying, with many vendors now unwittingly breaking the law. This leads us to require different email
addresses and business cards when dealing with public sector customers, which is confusing and irritating
to our clients.

4. Government, Regulatory & Stakeholder Relations Practice Area
Since the late 1990’s we have had an active Government, Regulatory & Stakeholder Relations practice
area. Our approach to government relations is unique as we approach more complex political, policy, and
regulatory files from an “integrated approach” whereby we focus most of our efforts related to the interrelationship between policy and regulatory developments as the first priority and augment with political
dialogue as required. Within the government relations services, we provide both advisory and active
advocacy services. We also provide in-depth, hands-on, experience with regulatory tribunals, providing
support services to clients dealing with regulatory hearings or applications, as well as “trouble-shooting”
support with complex regulatory and stakeholder issues. Our Government, Regulatory & Stakeholder
Relations team is outlined in Appendix D.
Over approximately ten years, this practice area has averaged about 25% of our revenues, with the
“lobbying” component being certainly less than half, and likely less than 10% of our total revenues.
IMC has never done any lobbying work on any file where IMC is doing work for the Province of Alberta on
the same file. As well, since the amendments to the Lobbyists Act in early 2015, any time when IMC has
had any work with the Province of Alberta, all lobbying work is then done through a separate company
called The Sequent Group. This arrangement was set up based upon the advice of the Lobbyists Registrar
in order to ensure compliance with the legislation.

5. The Role of Lobbying
We understand that “lobbying” generally has a negative connotation. However, it is important that policymakers are aware of certain key features related to “lobbying,” certainly in the context of the Alberta
Lobbyists Act.
a) Wide definition of lobbying
Dialogue regarding regulatory and policy development with “public office holders” is considered
lobbying and this includes all government officials. As mentioned previously, we also have been
informed that sales activities targeting the public sector is also defined as lobbying. Thus, a wide
range of activities are within the definition of lobbying.
b) Tradition of lobbying as a right within our society
This dates back to the Magna Carta. The right of citizens to lobby their political representatives is
foundational in our system of government and a hallmark of a free and democratic society.
c) The value and importance of individuals and companies to seeking advice and support from
third parties
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For many citizens and companies, the interaction of government and its decision-making process
is very difficult to understand. This includes the process of developing new policies and
regulations as well as procurement processes. Just as individuals and companies seek advice of
lawyers, accountants, and consultants, regarding various personal and business issues, they also
often need third party expertise to deal with complex government issues.
d) Value of informed input
Government decision-making is aided when the public participation is fully informed, which is
often facilitated by the use of third party expertise. There is a risk that without the benefit of such
expertise, the government will be making decisions in a knowledge vacuum. Sound policy is
evidence-based, fully utilizing such third party expertise.
It is our concern that the direction of the lobbying regulatory framework is such that it is going to
discourage the use of third parties for lobbying. When the wide definition of lobbying is considered, as
well as the need for informed input, an overly restrictive approach is not conducive to strong development
of public policy and political discourse.

6. Original Legislation—Prohibition Related to the Consulting with Government Regarding the Same
Subject Matter
The original legislation prohibited an individual or company from lobbying if such individual or company
had a contract to perform services regarding the same subject matter. This provision codified the common
sense interpretation of a conflict of interest. This was an appropriate and balanced measure to take.

7. The “Mischief” that Arose and Led to Premier Prentice’s Changes
There was considerable outcry in 2014 related to allegations that a certain public relations and political
consulting company providing services for Ministers of the Crown while also carrying on lobbying activities
directed toward such Ministers. We are not privy to the details nor aware of the specific facts. However,
it is our understanding that this led to the amendments that prohibited any lobbying if a company is doing
any work for the Province. This change was an over-reach and overreaction. This “mischief” could have
been adequately dealt with through a narrower restriction on “political advisory services” if the same
Minister is being lobbied. In our view this change amounted to taking a sledgehammer to hit in a nail
rather than a hammer. It has caused considerable problems as discussed below.

8. The Unfairness and Impracticality of the Current Rule
a) Lacks common sense
Is there really a need for a restriction that would disallow a company that provides janitorial
services or IT services to the government from lobbying in regard to unrelated matters such as
taxation, land use, or health care? The broad application of this rule to unrelated matters defies
common sense.
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b) Unfair and discriminatory
The rule has created an unfair playing field between different types of corporate structures as
partnerships are essentially exempted while sole proprietorships and corporations are bound by
this rule. This is discussed further below.
c) Impractical and expensive
The rule creates a need for a consulting company, such as IMC, that provides technical services to
the Province while also doing some lobbying, to be faced with the expense and inconvenience of
having two companies, with employees and associates set up with two contracts, two sets of
business cards, two sets of email addresses, as well as additional related legal and accounting
costs. This is particularly problematic in light of the broad definition of lobbying, which causes
lobbying activities regarding regulatory or sales activities to be quite integrated with broader
commercial undertakings.
d) The Province will lose key suppliers
Over time, key suppliers of specialized goods and services will not be willing to provide services
to the Province as a result of complications related to the Lobbyists Act. They can easily be found
to be inadvertently contravening the Lobbyist Act as a result of the wide definition of lobbying.
This is particularly relevant for firms such as IMC that have technical and commercial
specialization which is relevant to both the private and public sector.

9. Lack of Fairness and Level Playing Field
The lawyers and accountants were able to advance their cause and get a “partnership” exemption. The
legislation deems partners to be separate so one partner can do the government contract work and
another can lobby the government. The nature of the corporate structure should not matter. Other
corporate structures, such as a limited liability corporation or a sole proprietorship, should not be treated
differently than a partnership. Employees of corporations have similar divisions of labour and roles such
that some do contract work for the Province and others lobby the Province. IMC is caught in this bind as
we have a large group of experts who have varying expertise.
IMC has had professionals doing work for the Province such as a technical audit of a coal mine reclamation
liability or due diligence on a bio-chemical facility while having other professionals doing lobbying work
related to a forestry project or electricity transmission rates. How is this different from an accounting
firm that has some partners supporting clients with the Treasury Board and Finance department on
taxation matters while other partners are doing consulting work for Alberta Health Services? How is the
IMC example different than the accounting firm example? The treatment should be the same.
The practical reality is that none of the examples represent any problematic conflict of interest and need
not be restricted.
10. Recommended Changes to the Lobbyists Act
a) Discard the absolute prohibition from lobbying while working for the Province and narrow its
application to just political lobbying when working for such Ministers or where it relates to the
same “subject matter”
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Re-focus on the original intent of the lobbying legislation and the subsequent “mischief.” The
original intent focused on transparency with a desire to “shine a light” on those paid to advance
their client or employer’s interests, and to ensure it was done in a manner avoiding a conflict of
interest. This was dealt with through the general disclosure rules and specific rules that disallowed
lobbying if there was work being done for the Province related to the same subject matter. The
“mischief” that subsequently arose can be dealt with by disallowing political lobbying of Ministers
in instances where work is being done for such Ministers. Hit the nail with hammer not a pile
driver.
The benefits of this change will be the following:
i.
There will be a level playing field;
ii.
Companies with specialized expertise will continue to be available as suppliers to the
Province;
iii.
Many companies and citizens will no longer be inadvertently breaking the law;
iv.
Companies will no longer face unnecessary costs associated with having to set up a
separate company to do lobbying work, with attendant legal and accounting costs;
and
v.
The political “mischief” will still be addressed.
b) Sales is not lobbying—specifically exempt sales activities
To do otherwise is to make many companies and salespersons criminals. These folks do not realize
that the Registrar considers sales to be lobbying, and they do not register. Amend the act so it is
clear that sales activities are not considered lobbying. Sales are not the same as influencing policy.
Concerns with government procurement are adequately dealt with through the Province’s RFP
procurement processes.
c) Narrow the definition of “public office holder”
Only those officials at a more senior level, or those involved in policy development and decisionmaking, should be within the definition of lobbying.

11. Summary
The Lobbyists Act is a valuable tool to enhance transparency and disclosure. However, it needs to be used
in a practical and fair manner. The amendments outlined above will allow the Province to provide
necessary transparency and disclosure while avoiding the problems associated with the current rules.
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Appendix A – Public Sector Work (Province of Alberta)
 IMC acted as a project lead and facilitator in the development of an industry-government

collaborative project examining the grains and food processing industry's future in Alberta.
 IMC supported negotiation of several Forest Management Agreements
 IMC supported the negotiation of a large land exchange associated with a large resort and wildlife

conservation areas.
 IMC researched, analyzed and modeled: Alberta domestic and export bitumen markets, bitumen

diluent supply and transportation markets, U.S. and Asian refinery capacities and forecasts.
 IMC provided numerous market studies and advisory services focused on the energy and

environmental sector in Mexico.
 IMC completed a study on potential product applications from hemp and flax straw.
 IMC assessed opportunities for value-added investment in the agriculture and food processing sector.
 IMC completed a comprehensive assessment of the production of printing and writing grade pulp

from wheat straw.
 IMC conducted market and competitive assessment, producer value proposition, market

development plan and research and innovation roadmap reports evaluating biofuel, biochemical,
biofibre and other co-product opportunities from triticale.
 IMC reviewed the history and systems issues that led to a problematic liquids spill at an oil and gas

facility and provided process mapping processes to avoid such future problems.
 IMC provided analytical support to review the rules related to reclamation deposit amounts for oil

sands companies.
 IMC developed recommendations as to the use of “clusters” as an economic development tool.
 IMC assessed the competitiveness issues related to attracting downstream petrochemical

development.
 IMC provided expert witness support for a dispute related to the Bitumen Valuation Methodology.
 IMC provided an analysis of competitiveness issues associated with the regulation of the midstream

oil and gas sector.
 IMC conducted a review of the reclamation liability for a coal mine.
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Appendix B – IMC Projects Team
Vinoth Babu
Vinoth is a recent MBA graduate, specializing in Natural Resources, Energy, and Environment (NREE), from
the University of Alberta. He has focused in marketing, with emphasis in the area of online sales and
marketing. Vinoth is also an engineer and previously worked for three years in engineering design and
project management for Technip, a multinational engineering firm. In addition, he has experience in
regulatory and market research projects.
Allan Bly
Allan has over thirty years of experience in the telecommunications industry as a communications
engineer, project manager, trainer, and consultant. During the course of his career, Allan has travelled
worldwide teaching and consulting for major telecommunication companies including: Nortel, Cisco, Bell
Labs, Bellcore, SaskTel, TELUS, and Bell Canada. For the past eight years, Allan’s primary focus has been
working with Alberta rural municipalities to develop and implement rural communication implementation
plans, which are then used to obtain capital infrastructure funds from the Federal and Provincial
Governments. He also has vast expertise in the Internet of Things and has completed projects which are
related to the installation and setup of systems for remote monitoring of oil field sites. Allan is currently
working as the project manager in the construction of five utility towers in two Counties—two of the five
sites include the planning, design, and construction of a fibre backhaul to either a SuperNet PoP or a TELUS
central office.
Colin Cook
Colin has extensive background in and knowledge of the oil industry from a 30 year career at PetroCanada. He has worked in a variety of planning, marketing and development roles in the areas of refining
and marketing, upstream production, and corporate groups. Colin led the strategic, planning, marketing
and commercial components of Petro-Canada’s oil sands strategy, including negotiating numerous large
contracts and strategic transactions. He has been heavily involved in the development and economic
analysis of upgrading strategies for the Edmonton refinery, the Fort Hills mining and upgrading plan, major
processing arrangements, and market assessments for oil sands production.
Koren Cromwell
Koren has 25 years’ of experience serving the engineering industry, including 20 years of project support
experience at Stantec and more recently as an entrepreneur. She is very successful in fast-paced, multidisciplined environments, where interactions and collaborations between many project participants are
required. She was deeply involved in project setup, projects communications, document control, quality,
budget and schedule management for Stantec. Koren has experience working in design-build and P3
delivery models; in transportation and industrial sectors; and has expertise developing project policy,
procedures, and strategic plans.
Hal Gunardson
Hal has 37 years of engineering and commercial experience through positions including Manager of
Commercial Technology with Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. and as a self-employed chemical process
consultant. He supported the development of a gasification technology demo plant and initiated and
developed multi-plant, multi-customer hydrogen pipeline networks to serve the refining and oil sands
upgrading industry.
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Alnoor Halari
Alnoor has almost 20 years of experience in the energy industry. He brings to IMC specialized skills in the
areas of capital project planning, management, control and execution. Alnoor has a PhD in Civil
Engineering, with a project management specialization focusing on systems that enhance project planning
and predictability, leading to improved project execution. He has been involved in projects related to such
things as SAGD well pads, upgraders and refineries, pipelines and tank farms for companies such as PetroCanada, Devon Canada, Veco Canada and Jacobs Engineering.
Ian MacLean
Ian has previously worked for companies like Keyera Corp., Enbridge, Suncor and Mobil. While he worked
as the New Business Development Director at Keyera, Ian led the assessments of existing businesses and
potential new businesses and made recommendations relating to the company’s entry into new
businesses. He also has extensive experience in providing advice on legal, stakeholder and customer
relations matters. Ian has managed the development of regulatory approaches for numerous large scale
hydrocarbon processing and terminalling projects as well as NGL projects.
Don McLeod
Don has 40 years of wide-ranging project and construction management and operations experience. His
operations expertise includes the petrochemical, pipelining, oil sands, refining and fertilizer industries.
Don is also experienced in highly advanced participative management systems as well as traditional
management roles and he has had significant success in line management, staff management, project
management and other specialist roles.
Grant McNeil
Grant has over 35 years of corporate finance and project development experience in several sectors
including oil sands, energy service, oil & gas, forestry, power, pipelines, petrochemicals, manufacturing,
bio-fuels, government and mining. 13 years of that time was with IMC as Vice President Finance. He
continues to focus on feasibility analysis, financial modeling, project financing, project management,
commercial negotiations, industrial market due diligence, corporate planning, M&A analysis and
negotiations, capitalization strategies, valuations, financial restructurings, due diligence and financing.
Grant is also active with Financial Executives International at the national level and as President of the
Calgary chapter Board of Directors. He has lectured in corporate finance at the University of Alberta, and
strategic management at the Southern Alberta Institute of Technology. Previously, Grant was VicePresident, Corporate and Energy Banking for ScotiaBank, and before that he was with Bank of America,
Bank of Montreal and PricewaterhouseCoopers.
Ian Murray
For the past 25 years, Ian has run a successful consulting company, Ian Murray & Company Ltd. (IMC). Ian
has experience providing project development, commercial, regulatory and policy services across the
natural resource and manufacturing industries in Western Canada. This has included "hands on" project
development and management roles for large projects as well as restructuring situations.
Bob Nichol
Bob has over 40 years’ experience in the Canadian forestry industry. He recently retired as Vice-President
Woodlands with Alberta-Pacific Forest Industries Inc. (Al-Pac). He managed Al-Pac’s Forestry Management
Agreement (FMA) which encompassed 6.37 million hectares in North Eastern Alberta, and had operational
and financial responsibility for a woodlands operations that provided the pulp mill with 3.5 million cubic
meters of fiber annually. Bob’s career has had a focus on environmental sustainability and he has
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particular expertise supporting the development of sound environmental policies. Bob was a Board
Member for the Forest Engineering Research Institute of Canada (FERIC) and more recently chaired the
Forest Operations Advisory Committee with FPInnovations. He served as a task force member with the
National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy (NRTEE), and also sat on the Board for the
Institute of Agriculture and Forestry. Until recently Bob chaired the Forestry Committee of the Forest
Products Association of Canada and has been keenly involved in the implementation of the Canadian
Boreal Forest Agreement.
John Pahl
John has over 20 years of experience in oil and gas exploration and production. He was recently Manager,
Well Solutions Canada for Baker Hughes and was previously Vice President, Joint Ventures and Business
Development at Akita Drilling Ltd. He has market assessment experience specific to opportunity
identification in jurisdictions across the globe. He also has substantial business development and technical
expertise related to upstream oil and gas.
Brant Sangster
With over 30 years of industry experience, Brant has extensive hands-on experience in oil sands strategy
and development, from downstream strategic planning and refinery operations to upstream market
strategies to investor and government relations. This time includes a period as Senior Vice President Oil
Sands at Petro-Canada. He has held numerous VP roles spanning the downstream, corporate and
upstream sectors for oil companies. He sits on the Board of Directors of several public companies.
Wouter Raemdonck
Wouter has over 40 years of experience in the Oil and Gas industry with Petrofina and later after their
merger, with Total. He held senior positions on four continents with stops in Great Britain and Australia
before becoming Refinery Manager in Antwerp, Belgium, and later in Angola and finally Port Arthur, Texas
before settling in Calgary as Senior Vice President of Major Projects for Total. Under his management all
these refineries underwent major modernization investments.
George Rhodey
George has over 40 years of experience in oil sands mining and upgrading, oil refining, refined oil and
lubricating oil, petrochemicals, fertilizers, explosives and the natural gas and natural gas liquids industries
in Canada and worldwide. He had positions of increasing responsibility in operating, planning, marketing,
and management and is highly experienced in providing strategic guidance and business development
insight.
Wayne Thorp
Wayne has over 35 years of land use and forest industry operations experience with particular expertise
in successfully managing complex land use arrangements among industry stakeholders. He has provided
resource sector specific consulting services for the last decade specializing in facilitation and project
management for the energy and forest industry sectors. He was previously General Manager of Sawmills
and Forest Resources for Daishowa-Marubeni and he has prior public and private sector experience in
both Alberta and British Columbia. He is currently the director of the Foothills Landscape Management
Forum operating under the Foothills Research Institute. He is also the regional coordinator for the British
Columbia and Alberta Canadian Boreal Forest Agreement regional working group. Wayne is a Registered
Professional Forester in both British Columbia and Alberta.
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Marvin Waiand
Marvin is a highly experienced financial executive with over 35 years of experience in the power and
industrial sector in Canada and internationally. His expertise includes extensive experience in capital
markets, accounting, financial reporting, valuations, corporate development, operations, project finance,
cross border financing, taxation, risk management, insurance, pensions and general commercial matters.
His previous roles have included Chief Financial Officer of TransAlta New Zealand, and later Vice President
and Treasurer of TransAlta Corporation. He was also previously Vice President of Stanley Power Inc., a
subsidiary of the Cheung Kong Group of Hong Kong, and the founder, Director and Chief Financial Officer
of N.A. Power Generation Trust, a privately owned income trust. Marvin is a member of the Institute of
Charted Accountants of Alberta and the Financial Executives Institute.
Rolf Wenzel
Rolf has over 25 years of experience in the development and disposition of start-up companies. Sector
experience includes energy services, transportation, software, high tech manufacturing and industrial
gases. Over his years with IMC he has worked on numerous projects in bioindustrial technology, economic due diligence and feasibility assessments, strategic and tactical
planning, organizational structure and improvement, and new product market assessments.
Ed Wittstock
Edmond has broad experiences in addressing diverse and complex problems with a high level of crossfunctional integration and optimization. He is a high performing leader who led the integration and
consolidation of the marketing portfolios for sulphur, petroleum coke and diesel for Suncor and PetroCanada. Edmond is experienced in developing and managing teams in developing business opportunities
and executing transactions that enhance operational excellence in support of oil sands strategies.
John Zahary
John is a highly experienced executive who was previously the CEO of several oil and oil sands companies
including Petrovera, Harvest Energy and most recently Sunshine Oil Sands. John has experience with
Harvest’s Newfoundland refinery as well as numerous Alberta oil sands projects. Previously, John had
been involved extensively in operations and commercial roles in the oil and gas industry through senior
positions at a number of oil and gas companies.
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Appendix C – IMC Marketing Team
Vinoth Babu
Vinoth is a recent MBA graduate, specializing in Natural Resources, Energy, and Environment (NREE), from
the University of Alberta. He has focused in marketing, with emphasis in the area of online sales and
marketing. Vinoth is also an engineer and previously worked for three years in engineering design and
project management for Technip, a multinational engineering firm. In addition, he has experience in
regulatory and market research projects.
Colin Cook
Colin has an extensive background and knowledge of the oil industry from a 30 year career at PetroCanada. He has worked in a variety of planning, marketing, and development roles in the areas of refining
and marketing, upstream production, and corporate groups. Colin has led the strategic, planning,
marketing, and commercial components of Petro-Canada’s Oil Sands strategy and was directly
accountable for commercial negotiation, project infrastructure, bitumen marketing and oil market
analysis.
Charles Cote
Charles has over 25 years of experience in the retail sector. He was the COO of the United Farmers of
Alberta and a senior executive with Kmart Canada and Zellers. He was also the International President of
Wholesale Sports and Interim President of Sportsman's Warehouse, both of which are large international
retail chains. He has expertise and a strong track record of creating shareholder value through marketing
prowess and operational excellence. Charles held Board positions with large international organizations
such as Universal Co-op and Wholesale Sports.
Trevor Gent
Trevor Gent has over 15 years of experience in the financial services, chemical, and oil & gas industries.
Trevor worked for one of North America's largest land owners and developers and was later promoted to
Vice President of Sales for Northern Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba. In his tenure with this
organization, Trevor was part of raising well over $150 million for real estate based investment
opportunities. Trevor has a B.Sc. in Chemical Engineering from the University of Alberta.
John Pahl
John has over 20 years of experience in oil and gas exploration and production. He was recently Manager,
Well Solutions Canada for Baker Hughes and was previously Vice President, Joint Ventures and Business
Development at Akita Drilling Ltd. He also has substantial business development and organizational startup and design work.
Don McLeod
Don has 40 years of wide-ranging project and construction management and operations experience. His
operations expertise includes the petrochemical, pipeline, oil sands, refining and fertilizer industries. Don
has been involved with work process mapping for many years. He trained with Philip Crosby and other
quality management experts on the subject. He has implemented the methodology in both operating and
engineering consulting companies. His early training as a chemical process engineer has resulted in a
lifelong work process orientation. He was a Vice-President of SNC Lavalin and was the General Manager
for their Edmonton office.
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Ian Murray
In addition to Ian's internal IMC management roles as President and General Legal Counsel, Ian has 25
years of experience providing services to an array of private and public clients. He has a unique
combination of expertise and experience in the areas of project management, commercial negotiations,
finance, law and government. In addition, Ian has specific business development expertise with a
particular emphasis in the resource sector.
Wouter Raemdonck
Wouter has over 40 years of experience in the oil and gas industry with Petrofina and later after their
merger, with Total. He held senior positions on four continents with stops in Great Britain and Australia
before becoming Refinery Manager in Antwerp, Belgium, and later in Angola and finally Port Arthur, Texas
before settling in Calgary as Senior Vice President of Major Projects for Total. Under his management all
of these refineries underwent major modernization investments.
Rolf Wenzel
Rolf has over 24 years of experience in the development and disposition of start-up companies. Sector
experience includes energy services, transportation, software, high tech manufacturing and industrial
gases. Over his years with IMC he has worked on numerous projects in bio-industrial technology,
economic due diligence and feasibility assessments, strategic and tactical planning, organizational
structure and improvement, and new product market assessments.
John Zahary
John is a highly experienced executive who was previously the CEO of several oil and oil sands companies
including Petrovera, Harvest Energy and most recently Sunshine Oil Sands. John has experience with
Harvest’s Newfoundland refinery as well as numerous Alberta oil sands projects. Previously, John had
been involved extensively in operations and commercial roles in the oil and gas industry through senior
positions at a number of oil and gas companies.
John Zaozirny
John served as Alberta's Minister of Energy and Natural Resources from 1982 to 1986, having first been
elected as a Member of the Alberta Legislature in 1979. He negotiated the end to the National Energy
Program on behalf of the Alberta Government, resulting in the Western Energy Accord. He is the current
Chairman of Pengrowth Energy.
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Appendix D – IMC Government, Regulatory & Stakeholder Relations Team
Kim Clayton
Kim is a highly qualified Senior Regulatory Professional with particular experience in energy regulation.
She was previously the Director of Transformation at the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) and prior to that
was the AER’s Director of Oil and Gas Infrastructure. She has substantial expertise in regulatory and
stakeholder compliance issues related to Alberta’s natural resource industries. She has also overseen
energy hearings and regulatory application processes.
Jim Horsman
Jim’s distinguished career in public serve and politics spanned almost twenty years. First elected to the
Alberta Legislature as MLA for Medicine Hat in 1975, he served five consecutive terms (1975 to 1993),
fourteen years of which he served as Minister of the Crown in roles ranging from Minister of Federal and
Intergovernmental Affairs to Attorney General and Deputy Premier.
Peter Kinnear
Peter has over 25 years of experience in government relations, communications, land-use and regulatory
affairs that he has developed while working in both the private and public sector. Most recently, he was
Manager of Public Affairs for Canadian Natural Resources Limited (CNRL), providing direct government
relations, regulatory and communications management.
Gerry Kruk
Gerry has over 35 years of practical, project-related experience in western and arctic Canada. He has
technical expertise in the design and implementation of Indigenous relations, stakeholder engagement
and risk communications strategies in support of the regulatory permitting.
Dermot Lane
Dermot‘s professional responsibilities over the past thirty plus years have covered a broad range of
technical, regulatory, communications and issue management challenges related to running a major
public mining company. This included considerable project approval and consultation work supporting Elk
Valley coal mining operations. Dermot has extensive successful experience dealing with Indigenous
Relations consultations, including extensive experience in British Columbia.
Karen Leibovici
Karen has over 20 years of combined political and public service experience as an elected member of the
Legislative Assembly of Alberta and Edmonton City Council. She initiated and successfully spearheaded
numerous policy initiatives such as the 10-year plan to end homelessness, land use and oil and gas facilities
policy, and the brownfield remediation and re-development policy. She has expertise in negotiating and
creating the “buy-in” for major projects and the initiatives to move forward. In the last Federal election,
she was the Liberal candidate in Edmonton West and remains engaged within the Party, most recently as
the Co-Chair of LPCA Policy Convention.
Daryl Mikalson
Daryl has extensive research, management, regulatory and environmental experience resulting from 35
years in the mining and utility industries. Daryl has planned and executed Indigenous Relations
consultation for the successful receipt of EUB and Alberta Environment applications. He led the
Indigenous Relations liaison with the Alexis band and Paul Band on the traditional use studies of the
Wabamun area.
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Ian Murray
Ian has experience providing a broad range of project development, commercial, regulatory and public
policy related services to natural resource clients, including those in the oil sands and mining areas. This
has included "hands on" project development and transition management roles supporting regulatory
and government relations activities.
John Pahl
John has over 20 years of experience in oil and gas exploration and production. He was recently Manager,
Well Solutions Canada for Baker Hughes and was previously Vice President, Joint Ventures and Business
Development at Akita Drilling Ltd. His expertise includes project execution, systems development,
stakeholder relations, drilling operation logistics and overall cost control. He has helped establish and
manage Indigenous joint venture companies throughout Western and Northern Canada as well as in
Alaska.
Michael Phair
Michael had a 15 year career as an elected member of Edmonton’s City Council, representing central
Edmonton. During that time, he represented Edmonton on the Board of the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities (FCM). Michael has significant experience with government policy and planning structures
and engagement work with communities and business policy initiatives. He has acted in an advisory role to
Mayor Don Iveson and is currently the Chair of the University of Alberta Board of Governors.
Al Schulz
Al has extensive environmental regulatory expertise having worked in several public and private sector
roles over the last 40 years. This work included direct experience in the public sector, working with
increasing responsibility in air quality control, environmental monitoring, standard setting, approvals,
investigation and enforcement and emergency response.
Harvey Voogd
Harvey has decades of wide-ranging experience working with government, business, unions, community
organizations, and non-profit boards. He has excellent advocacy and coalition-building skills alongside a
strong set of analytical and strategic skills. Harvey is astute and adept at communications, networking and
media relations and is creative and flexible in organizing, planning and problem solving.
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